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Editor’s Say

Read more about her
in the Foundation
News. She should
give all of us hope
that the younger generation has some fine
writers with high ideals.
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Until fall, stay well
and enjoy your summer!

I

t is summer
again!
And
hasn’t the begi nni ng
of
2020 just been a
wild roller coaster
ride?
Getting back to normal seems to be the
recurring request
everywhere. So with
this issue, we will try
to do just that.
This issue we will
give you some pointers on improving
your writing skills,
writing a book a
piece at a time, and
tripling your earnings with ebooks.
We’ve also been inundated by new cartoons and cartoonists
so this issue has a
writing cartoon by
Jonny Hawkins.
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We are hoping this
issue finds you in
excellent health and
working on new
projects.
If you
find encouragement
from what other
writers, I can tell
you I used my “lock
down time” to revise and refine two
novels which have
been languishing in
my desk drawer for
several years.
I
hope you were able
to do the same.
We are pleased to
announce the winner of the 2020
NWAF scholarship
despite the fact that
we were unable to
have a Victorian
Tea this year.
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5 Suggestions to Improve Your Writing Skills

by T.J. Philpott

you are composing is useful
for writing your introduction
and a great way to let readers
know what to expect. This is a
very effective writing tip that
will allow you to get past the
first paragraph which is typically the hardest to compose.
Find

L

earning to improve your writing
skills is not as difficult as it may
seem. In most cases improvements can be made by applying
simple adjustments to the writing process itself. Developing effective writing skills starts
with 'removing' yourself from the actual process and first determining what it is you want to
say. Each of us tend to get so involved in 'how'
we write that we forget what it is we are trying
to communicate. Often times this ends up resulting in writer's block which then compounds the problem further making our efforts
even more difficult. Remember the process is
not difficult; it is your own mind that creates
the complications!
Here are 5 suggestions you can put to use immediately to help you 'demystify' the writing
process and make your efforts easier and more
productive.
Determine

Your

Topic

Take the time to select a subject or topic of
interest to you, and your readers of course. If
several come to mind than jot them down,
provided you remember how to use a pen or
pencil in this age of push button technology.
Determine

Your

Points

Now that you have determined what topic(s)
you want to focus your efforts on, what points
do you want to make and why? List these
points out in an organized and easy to follow
fashion for your viewers and by doing so you
will also be giving the writing process some
structure. This will make your efforts flow
more easily! Knowing the 'why' behind what
2

the

Words

Often the words you are looking for come to you quicker
when you speak your
thoughts out loud. Take a
particular point you are trying
to make but having difficulty
putting into words and than
take a walk to 'nail' down the
way you want to say it. Sitting
at a keyboard and 'pressing'
for the right words leaves the
door 'open' to increased frustration and writer's block.
Speak as if you are conversing with a friend and do not
write to impress but to be
understood!
J u s t

W r i t e

Settle down and start composing only after thoughts start to
flow freely through your
mind. Do not concern yourself with spelling or grammar
at this point but instead focus
only on recording your
thoughts. By doing this you
will find the writing process
flows much more smoothly
and rapidly.
Edit

Your

Work

Remember when you wanted
to take the time to correct
your spelling and check your
grammar, well now is your
chance. Proofread what you
have composed and get rid of
needless words or phrases.
Check to see if it sounds right
and when you are satisfied,

hit the spell check tab, make
any corrections necessary,
and congratulate yourself on a
job well done!

Learning to improve your
writing abilities starts with
making a conscious effort to
not overly complicate what
you are trying to do. Simply
put, the writing process
should involve nothing more
than you sharing a conversation with others. Allowing
your thoughts to flow freely
as you record them in an
uninterrupted fashion is
what you want to achieve
and how to develop more
effective writing skills. The
5 suggestions offered above
serve to help simplify your
approach while avoiding
writer's block which normally results the longer your
progress continues to be
delayed. Remember composing anything is not really
all that difficult unless you
allow your own mind to
make it that way. Just say
what you want and write
what you say!

About The Author
TJ Philpott is an author and
Internet entrepreneur based
out of North Carolina.
For more tips about how to
improve your writing and to
also receive a free instructional manual that teaches
valuable niche research techniques
visit:http://
affiliatequickstart.com

Write a Book One Piece at a Time

by Melinda Copp

real progress and devour that cake
relatively quickly.

B

reaking down the
task of writing your
book into a series of
smaller jobs and
assigning a topic to each section
is often a more effective way to
begin than trying to figure out
the whole book at once—it
breaks the process into specific
tasks.
A man came to me last week
because he needed help writing
his book. He told me that he’s
had this project on his to-do list
for years, but he just couldn’t
seem to get started. He’s literally been staring at the task—
start writing my book—almost
every day, and when he came to
me, he still hadn’t done it.
But who can blame him—if I
saw “write a book” scratched
on my daily to-do list every
day, it would stay on the list
forever. Why? Because the
point of the to-do list is to get
things done, and there’s no way
I could write a book in a day.
Being specific works better.
Break the Whole into Pieces
Whether the book is informative or biographical, you can
see the steps necessary to complete it much easier if you break
the overall structure into shorter
pieces. Think of your book like
a cake: eating the whole thing
at once is impossible, but taken
piece by piece you can make

Switching to a healthier example, if
you’re writing a book about the origins of citrus fruits, you can devote
one section to oranges, another to lemons, and another to grapefruits. Even
this simple breakdown helps give the
project a plan. We are no longer dealing with citrus fruits as a whole, but
three separate categories of citrus
fruits we can deal with one at a time.
Work

One

Piece

at

a

Time

With the chapters of your book separated, you can proceed to outline what
you want to include in each one. Especially for instructional works, it can
help to think about your book as just a
series of shorter articles. Use the first
paragraph or two to introduce the key
phrases or topics and draw the reader
into your material.
Back to the book about citrus fruits,
we might divide the chapter about
oranges into a history of oranges, how
to grow oranges, and the nutritional
value of oranges. Once the outline for
the chapter is planned, you can add
sub-categories as well as specifics and
examples. The history of oranges
could be divided into Asian and North
American oranges. Not only will these
sub-divisions make the work more
manageable, it will also help to keep
your ideas organized.
With a narrative work, like a memoir
or life story, the process is slightly
different, but still involves a breakdown of topics. What will happen in
each chapter? When will the problem
become apparent? How will it be resolved? You can try plotting key
events from your life along a timeline,
choosing key events that show your
story. Then as you’re writing them,
you can play around with the order for
dramatic effect.

Put

it

All

Together

Writing a book can seem like an intimidating task to undertake—and
diving into the project without knowing where to start can be very unproductive. But if you break the project
down into smaller, more manageable
parts, writing is so much easier!

About The Author
Melinda Copp helps aspiring
nonfiction, business, and selfhelp authors get clear on their
story and book idea, and figure
out how to put it all together so
their ideal readers love it.
V i s i t
h t t p : / /
www.writerssherpaprograms.co
m/writeabook.html for a free
copy of her "Jump Start Your
Book E-course!" and get your
book started now.

THOUGHT FOR THE
DAY
“AS A WRITER YOU
TRY TO LISTEN TO
WHAT OTHERS AREN’T
SAYING…
AND WRITE ABOUT THE
SILENCE.”

-N.R. HART
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Ebooks — How to Triple Your Earnings

I

t's not the medium that matters, it's the
words!

Your publications are not doing you money if
they're sitting in your drawer due to the fact
some initially, second or third year school college student was obtaining a undesirable hair
day and rejected your manuscript. Sure that's
proper, slush files at standard publishing homes
are farmed out to university college students to
examine.
So get out that manuscript, dust it off and let's
triple your earnings by delivering your book to
the public in a few distinct formats:
1.

As

a

Kindle

ebook

How does presenting "your pearls of
wisdom" to about 20 million Viewers
sound? That's the 2010 estimate and
that figure is lower. So putting your
guide on the Kindle is shopping greater
to you, appropriate?
Properly don't drag out your Word or
Open Workplace manuscript and submit it just yet. It requirements to be
spiffed up or else you're heading to get
truly lousy critiques in Amazon's Kindle ebook keep.
In accordance to Amazon's Digital Text
Platform (DTP), they advocate your ebook be a Palm Resource Code (.prc)
file. And the purpose they propose this
file?
Mainly because your ebook will look
and feel exactly as you want it on the
Kindle and the other 5 devices (iPad,
iPod Touch, iPhone, Blackberry and
Android phones) their computer software is on.
4

This .prc file isn't
tricky to make if you
fully grasp the files
included. You'll have
an ebook.htm file,
toc.html (table of contents), toc.ncx (can
make the navigation)
file, and your cover
picture. And, you use
a couple of fully totally free systems to
create
(create)
your.prc file.
2. As an Audio Book
Oh convinced, I know
what you're contemplating. Incorrect!
There is a no cost
p l a n k n o wn a s
"Audacity" which will
allow you transform
the pitch of your
voice. You report just
about every chapter,
then you utilize the
pitch result and all of
a sudden your voice is
velvet. Okay, perhaps
not velvet but it's not
chalk on a blackboard
either.
By doing your guide
into an audio book,
you're this includes a
different audience.
The sight challenged
and people who adore
to listen to their
guides in MP3 gamers
although their strolling their canine, operating, doing work out
in the health club and
driving or riding to
get the job done and
back again. In other
words, occupied individuals who don't
have the time to
browse but convinced
appreciate to listen.

By Rocco Haynes
3. A "Print On Demand"
Guide
Okay for the die-difficult
guide fanatic (the ones
who enjoy the come to
feel of paper and the odor
of ink), you should also
make a physical book.
The neat point about print
on desire -- you don't have
a garage total of inventory.
As the title implies, the
guide is only printed when
a person buys your guide.
If you Google "print on
need," you'll see a boatload of areas that do this
for free. Just make certain
you pick the one who provides you a honest share
of you book's total price.
So now that you have
your a few formats, how
do you triple your earnings? You set the formats
on just about every place
obtainable.

About The Author
Here you will find a selection of high-quality and up
-to-date advice eBooks.
Our guides will help you in
all situations. Read quickly
and easily on your computer with an instant
download! Ebooks

Writer’s Bookshelf
FOUNDATION NEWS

Now, through your National
Writers Association membership, you can save up to
80% off the list price of
office supplies.

NWA BOOKSTORE
NWA BOOKSTORE
NWA GUIDE TO WRITING FOR
BEGINNERS
Basics for every writer by Sandy
Whelchel
Rowman and Littlefield publishers $24.95
+ $2.20 p&h (retail $25.95)
THE FREELANCE WRITER’S
BIBLE
by Dave Trottier
Don’t miss this book. $18.15 + 2.50 p&h
A WAY IN THE
WILDERNESS
by Paula Silici
This well-researched western romance is
bound to leave you asking for more.
$16.95 + $2.50 p&h
Moonlight Mesa
Associates Publishers
ALL THE ABOVE BOOKS MAY BE
ORDERED THROUGH NWA.

Penny Wise Office Products offers huge selection,
free overnight delivery,
guaranteed lowest prices,
and an additional 3%
savings for ordering on-line
at www.penny-wise.com
For further details, call 800942-3311 and mention your
NWA membership to receive your exclusive discounts.

One of the most rewarding
and exciting parts of my job is
being on the board of the National Writers Association
Foundation. In this capacity,
I am privileged to review the
submissions for the NWAF
Scholarship. In the past few
years submissions were not
quite where we wanted them
to be. Several submissions
were acceptable but the potential recipients were not
interested in pursuing a writing career. This year I’m
pleased to announce we have
an outstanding writer to receive the award.

Lauren Sanchez is our winner.
Journalistic writing is what
interests Lauren the most
which she says “is extremely
important to our society as a
whole.” With the concept of
Be sure to ask about Penny “fake news” and individuals
Wise’s special Welcome having a clear lack of trust
Kit offer—$75.00 worth of with journalists, she believes
National Writers Press, Inc. it is crucial to regain the trust
from the public.
NWP is now accepting new
manuscripts for a 2023 release date.
PUBLISHING QUALITY,
ROYALTY FICTION AND
NONFICTION.
No unsolicited manuscripts.
Accepting e-mail and mail
queries.
For more information about
the National Writers Press,
visit their website at:
www.nationalwriterspress.com
E-mail
natlwriterspress
@hotmail.com

Her ultimate goal is to work
for the New York Times or
Times magazine correlating
her passion for photography
and journalistic writing.
Although we were unable to
present Lauren with her
award at the Victorian Tea
this year due to the COVID19 lockdown and had a bit of
a problem because banks
were locked down. Lauren
will receive her award before
she begins attending New
York University majoring in
journalism and Pre-law.
We wish her every success.
Congratulations, Lauren!
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Just for Laughs
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Good News and Books by Members
on why the acknowledgement
page is necessary, its placement in the book, and how
readers can glean information
to assist them in placing their
book with the correct agent,
editor, and publisher.
This book is filled with insider gems destined to make
you a better writer.
It rated 4 ½ stars as it did not
have a quick reference to page
numbers for subjects on the
Contents page.

Do YOU have a new book
that has been released? We
would love to share your joy
with other NWA Members!
Simply e-mail us at:
n a t l w r i t e r sassn@hotmail.com

GOOD NEWS
NWA Member Paula Silici’s
book, Wanted is a finalist in
the 79th Annual Colorado
Author’s League Awards.
Winners will be announced
June 7, 2020.
Good luck, Paula!

BOOKSHELF
THE AUTHOR’S CHECKLIST: An
Agent’s Guide to Developing and Editing
Your Manuscript
by Elizabeth K. Kracht

We are starting a new system for reviewing
books in this column. (See the Editor’s Say column for an explanation.) In order to clarify the
importance of new releases for your bookshelf
and prioritize your book purchasing finances a
scale from one to five will be used.
Over the transom this month is The Author’s
Checklist by Elizabeth K. Kracht.. Kracht is a
literary agent and a freelance editor who participates in writers conference nationally. In the
Checklist, she gives concise one-to-two page
insights on the A-to-Z themes of writing and
publishing.
Beginning with the importance of Acknowledgements, Kracht gives the reader vital information

FYI

***If you’re considering
working with an agent or a
publisher, please contact
us for current information.
Please con-tact us on our
w e b s i t e
a t
www.nationalwriters.com,
or email us at
Natlwritersassn
@hotmail.com***
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Meet the Press

A Change of Heart
by Paula L. Silici
$14.95
ISBN: 978-0-88100-17203

Frankie Munroe doesn't believe God exists. And why should she? Every prayer she's
ever prayed has gone unanswered.
One rainy night after she witnesses her ex-boyfriend, Gunther, murder a man in San
Francisco, the dangerous path she's been treading takes a fateful turn. Fleeing for her
life, she hides in the cab of Michael Prescott's semi truck bound for Oregon. After
Mike discovers her, it isn't long before she discovers that he is a true believer - the
kind she's vowed to avoid at all costs.
But as the miles pass, her defenses against this special man weaken. Keeping her
dark secrets is becoming more difficult, but to keep Mike safe, she must—because
both Gunther and the police will stop at nothing to track her down. Yet, as Frankie
runs from her past, she refuses to acknowledge that God and His love have been
chasing her, too, drawing her toward the one thing she's fought hardest to resist: a
change of heart.
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Show Window Advertising
Have you Visited the NWA Website lately?
EDITING/REVISING
NWA award winning author with extensive
grammar and punctuation background will edit
your work carefully and concisely. Proofreading, editing and critiques of book-length works
or poetry and short stories. Email Paula at
pro-edits.com

SERVICES
Experienced transcriptionist seeks clients.
All genres. Experience with research/book
proposals/interviews/ narrative. Transcribe
from tapes, CD, video, digital file. Confidentiality maintained. Short turnaround time,
accurate transcriptions. E-mail completed
transcriptions/invoices directly to your computer. Payment by check. Contact: Paula
Hancock at
writersnetwork@roadrunner.com.
************************************

We have updated our Links page to
include handy to links enabling you to
advance your writing career.
Links include:
*Copyright Office
*APSS
*Blurbeo
*Health Insurance
AND MORE!
Visit the Links page today!
Have we missed a link? Would you
like a link for your writing based company?
Let us know!
*****************************************

PUBLISHING
Get Published, not turned down. Reflections in
Writing www.freewebs.com/jvt01
Email us for a free evaluation/
consultation-quote:
newauthors@mail.com

Have a story to tell but no outlet? Take charge
of your craft. Published your memoirs, your
scrapbooks, your journals, your travel photos,
FOUNDATION NEWS
your works of watercolor art, your fairytales.
Publish then into quality, four color books with NWA will begin accepting scholarship applications , with
a deadline of December 31.
sewn bindings. Go to www.storytellersrus.com
and begin. The writer within deserves this
natlwritersassn@hotmail.com for more information.
chance to make a difference.

Transcriptionist seeks clients. All genres.
Works with digital files sent via InternetConfidentiality maintained. Contact: Kimperly
Mulwa at m.kimperly@gmail.com

http://www.matchingdonors.com/
life/index.cfm?page=p011
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Chapter News
NOTICE:

FOOTHILLS CHAPTER

LOS ANGELES CHAPTER

Chapters are a great way
to network, form critique
groups, and generally get in
touch.
Remember, membership
with an active NWA chapter
gives you a $5.00 discount
on your NWA member dues.
Contact NWA for information on starting a chapter
or joining one in your area.
We encourage our members
to visit with their local chapters.
You can also request research report #112 for more
information. The meetings
are a great way to network
with fellow writers, so drop
by the next NWA chapter
meeting in your area.

An NWA Chapter has formed in
the Evergreen, Colorado area.
The Foothills& Vicinity Writers
Group meets in Evergreen on the
4th Saturday of every month. For
time, location, and program
agenda, contact Jo Ann M.
Colton at jmccwrt@aol.com
SOUTH FLORIDA
CHAPTER

The NWA/LAC president is
Tom
Howard. The chapter meets at
the
Marie Callender’s Restaurant,
10050 Riverside Drive, Toluca
Lake, CA.
For further information contact
Tom at Tom4art2@aol.com

FOOTHILLS CHAPTER
An NWA Chapter has
formed in the Evergreen,
Colorado area. The Foothills& Vicinity Writers
Group meets in Evergreen
on the 4th Saturday of every
month. For time, location,
and program agenda, contact
Jo Ann M. Colton at
jmccwrt@aol.com
OHIO VALLEY
CHAPTER
This is our newest NWA
chapter! They will be meeting on the first Saturday of
every month. E-mail dianaperryenterprises@yahoo.com

for details.
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The chapter regularly meets at
the Coral Gables Holiday Inn opposite the University of Miami at
10:00 a.m. on the first Saturday
of each month. They hold additional critique groups for fiction,
nonfiction, short stories, poetry,
religious works and writing techniques.
Write to the chapter at P.O.
Box 570415, Miami, FL 532570415 .

VIRGINIA CHAPTER
We welcome members of the
newly organized Chapter in
Richmond, Virginia. Robblynn
Bonner has been working hard
to get this group organized. If
you live in the area and are interested in the group, e-mail
Robblynn at
rlynnb1@yahoo.com

HONOLULU CHAPTER

WRITE-ON HOOSIERS, INC

The Honolulu Chapter is currently moving their meetings to
several locations.
Please check the NWA newsletter for the location of their current meeting. They are accepting
membership from all NWA
members living in and around
Hawaii, this includes members
living in Guam and other Pacific
Islands. Send #10 envelope to
Robert T. Tanouye at the address
below. They hold their meetings— from January to November— on the first Monday of
each month.
Contact president RobertTanouye at: 1015 N. School St.
#A-802, Honolulu, HI 96817 or
call (808-845-9585).

We welcome our newest chapter, the Write-On Hoosiers in
Crown Point, IN. Sharon
Palmeri is the President. She
can be contacted by calling
219-663-7307 or by e-mailing
journe3@attiglobal.net
*************************
Any corrections or additions to
Chapter Information should be
sent to:
NWA Chapters, 10940 S. Parker
Rd, #508, Parker, CO 80134 OR
e-mail us at
natlwritersassn@hotmail.com

NWA SHORT STORY CONTEST
OPENS April 1 annually
PURPOSE OF THE CONTEST:
The purpose of the National Writers Assn. Short Story Contest is to encourage the development of creative skills,
recognize and reward outstanding ability in the area of short story writing.
CONTEST RULES:
Any genre of short story manuscript may be entered. All entries must be postmarked by July 1. Only unpublished
works may be submitted. All manuscripts must be typed, double-spaced, in the English language. Maximum length
is 5,000. Those unsure of proper manuscript format should request Research Report #35.
The entry must be accompanied by entry form (photocopies are acceptable), entry fee of $15 per submission, and
return SASE if you wish the material and rating sheets returned. OTHERWISE SUBMISSIONS WILL BE DESTROYED. The U.S. Postal Service will not allow us to use your metered postage unless it is undated. Receipt of
entry will not be acknowledged without a return postcard. Author's name and address must appear on the first page.
Entries remain the property of the author and may be submitted during the contest as long as they are not published
before the final notification of winners. Final prizes will be awarded at the NWAF Workshop in June.
JUDGING AND PRIZES
Judging will be based on originality, marketability, research, and reader interest. Copies of the judges evaluation
sheets will be sent to entrants furnishing an SASE with their entry. First through fifth place awards will be presented
at the NWAF Conference. 1st Prize -- $250; 2nd Prize -- $100; 3rd Prize -- $50; 4th through 10th places will receive a book. First through third place winners may be asked to grant one- time rights for publication in AUTHORSHIP magazine. Honorable Mentions receive a certificate.
ENTRY FEE AND CRITIQUES
The entry fee per submission is $15. If you wish to have your submission critiqued, please request this on the entry
form. Entry fees are used to pay judges and prize money.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
NWA SHORT STORY CONTEST FORM
Entry #____
To:NWA Short Story Contest
Date_______
National Writers Assn.
Amt________
10940 S. Parker Rd. #508
RP_____Y______N
Parker, CO 80134
Please enter the enclosed entry (title)______________________________in the NWA Short Story Contest.
______My entry fee $15 is enclosed.
_____Please charge my ____Mastercard _____Visa #____________________________Exp. date__________
NAME (PLEASE PRINT)_____________________________________________________________
ADDRESS_________________________________________________________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP________________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE #_______________________
_____You may retain my submission for a critique after judging. I am enclosing $5 per thousand words for critique.
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NWA POETRY CONTEST
OPENS JULY 1 annually
PURPOSE OF THE CONTEST
The purpose of the National Writers Assn. Poetry Contest is to encourage the writing of poetry, an important form of
individual expression which has a limited commercial market.
CONTEST RULES
All entries must be postmarked by October 1. Only unpublished poems are eligible. All poetry forms and styles are
eligible as long as they do not exceed 40 lines. Authors retain all rights and may submit their entries to publishers
while the contest is in progress. Anthology rights will be requested for the first through third place winners.
The entry must be accompanied by entry form (photocopies are acceptable), entry fee of $10 per poem, and return
SASE if you wish the poem and rating sheets returned. POEMS WILL NOT BE RETURNED WITHOUT SASE.
The U.S. Postal Service will not allow us to use your metered postage unless it is undated. Receipt of entry will not
be acknowledged without a return postcard. Author's name and address must appear on the first page.
JUDGING AND PRIZES
Judging will be based on originality, technique, adherence to poetic style, and emotional value. Copies of the judges
evaluation sheets will be sent to entrants furnishing an SASE with their entry. First through fourth place awards will
be presented at the annual NWAF Conference. Other winners will be notified by January 31. 1st Prize -- $100; 2nd
Prize -- $50; 3rd Prize -- $25; 4th through 10th Places will receive a book of the winner's choice. Honorable Mentions receive a certificate.
ENTRY FEE AND CRITIQUES
The entry fee per poem is $10. If you wish to have your poem critiqued, please request this on the entry form. Entry
fees are used to pay judges and prize money.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
NWA POETRY CONTEST FORM
Entry #____
To:NWA Poetry Contest
Date_______
National Writers Assn.
Amt________
10940 South Parker Road, #508
Parker, CO 80134
Please enter the enclosed poem (title)______________________________in the NWA Poetry Contest.
______My entry fee $10 is enclosed.
_____Please charge my ____Mastercard _____Visa #____________________________Exp. date__________
CVV#________
NAME (PLEASE PRINT)_____________________________________________________________
ADDRESS_________________________________________________________________________
CITY, STATE, ZIP______________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE #_______________________
_____You may retain my poem for a critique after judging. I am enclosing an additional
$16 for evaluation.
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AUTHORSHIP GUIDELINES
PURPOSE: Authorship magazine is the “in-house” publication for the National Writers Assn. It
is read by thousands of members on a quarterly basis. Currently the magazine is a 16 to 24page publication with a four color cover.
SCOPE: Articles submitted for consideration to Authorship should have a writing slant. Material should deal with writing “how-to’s” or current market trends. We are overstocked on inspirational “How I became a successful writer...” type material and will not be interested in any of
these articles. Articles slanted toward aspects of fiction—creating characters, setting scenes, etc.
are of interest and will be our primary interest. Humor is a plus — writing is serious enough
without a totally serious article.
We do not accept fiction. Poetry is published in our winter issue, if it has a writing theme.
SUBMISSIONS: All submissions should be in standard manuscript format, approximately
1,250 to 1,500 words, accompanied by an SASE if the material is to be returned. Authorship
uses AP style with the exception of state abbreviations. If the author is not aware of proper
manuscript format, they should request NWA RR#35 prior to submitting. Manuscripts accepted
for publication will be requested via e-mail in Microsoft Word format in text files with line
breaks. NO tabs, fancy fonts, bullets, charts, or tables. If charts or tables are necessary, submit
them like art work. Electronic files will be given preferred treatment as this prevents typos in
final copy.
Sharp clear photos of article authors will be requested if material is accepted.
PAYMENT: We are currently paying $10 honorarium per article or a $10 reduction on membership dues.
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